S2 H2 Data Segments for Days 8 − 14 (Feb 21 16:00 UTC - Feb 28 16:00 UTC)

Day 8 (Feb 21 16:00 UTC - Feb 22 16:00 UTC):

ALL
OUTSIDE_S2
MISSING_RAW
MICH_FILT
AS_PD_SATURATION
ASQ_LARGEP2P
DAQ_DROPOUT
NONSTAND_CTRLS
CLEAN

Day 9 (Feb 22 16:00 UTC - Feb 23 16:00 UTC):

ALL
OUTSIDE_S2
MISSING_RAW
MICH_FILT
AS_PD_SATURATION
ASQ_LARGEP2P
DAQ_DROPOUT
NONSTAND_CTRLS
CLEAN

Day 10 (Feb 23 16:00 UTC - Feb 24 16:00 UTC):

ALL
OUTSIDE_S2
MISSING_RAW
MICH_FILT
AS_PD_SATURATION
ASQ_LARGEP2P
DAQ_DROPOUT
NONSTAND_CTRLS
CLEAN

Day 11 (Feb 24 16:00 UTC - Feb 25 16:00 UTC):

ALL
OUTSIDE_S2
MISSING_RAW
MICH_FILT
AS_PD_SATURATION
ASQ_LARGEP2P
DAQ_DROPOUT
NONSTAND_CTRLS
CLEAN

Day 12 (Feb 25 16:00 UTC - Feb 26 16:00 UTC):

ALL
OUTSIDE_S2
MISSING_RAW
MICH_FILT
AS_PD_SATURATION
ASQ_LARGEP2P
DAQ_DROPOUT
NONSTAND_CTRLS
CLEAN

Day 13 (Feb 26 16:00 UTC - Feb 27 16:00 UTC):

ALL
OUTSIDE_S2
MISSING_RAW
MICH_FILT
AS_PD_SATURATION
ASQ_LARGEP2P
DAQ_DROPOUT
NONSTAND_CTRLS
CLEAN

Day 14 (Feb 27 16:00 UTC - Feb 28 16:00 UTC):

ALL
OUTSIDE_S2
MISSING_RAW
MICH_FILT
AS_PD_SATURATION
ASQ_LARGEP2P
DAQ_DROPOUT
NONSTAND_CTRLS
CLEAN